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Global Real Asset Investment 
Leadership: 
A Holistic Grail for Modern Markets

With equity markets near highs and bond yields near 
lows, investors are eager for a secure investment 
return that can gain momentum if cyclical markets 
wane; they want a portfolio that can weather 
potential headwinds and meet target return goals. In 
this search, global real assets are a compelling prize. 
We find that global real assets can: 

 — Offer access to durable, secular growth as global cyclical 
recoveries moderate.

 — Protect investors against rising inflation, interest rates and 
volatility.

 — Supplement global equities and fixed income exposures while 
filling target return shortfalls.

 — Lend themselves to active management: CBRE Investment 
Management’s strategies boast institutional scale, exclusive access, 
and an information advantage for essential real assets.
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Global Real Asset Investment Leadership

Section 1: Durable Assets with Secular Growth 

Global real assets demonstrate durable returns driven by their underlying portfolios. Real assets perform 

essential functions—housing, storage, transportation, power, and communications—that enable livelihoods 

and facilitate the movement of people, goods, energy, and data. Companies tend to serve consistent demand, 

often independent of pricing, and demonstrate predictable growth. With cash flows led by long-term contracts 

or regulation, they often provide inflation-protected income. Collectively, real assets represent a multi-trillion 

dollar market and are well-represented by the sectors seen in Figure 1: 
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Figure 1: Global Real Assets: A Multi-Trillion Dollar Market of Complementary Assets

Common investment characteristics:

 — Long-life assets

 — Essential function and services

 — Consistent demand

 — Predictable growth

 — Inflation sensitivity

 — Income and diversification

Source: CBRE Investment Management.

Representative holdings:
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Figure 2: Real Assets Outperform During Moderate 
Economic Growth

U.S. Economic Cycle Indicator

Source: CBRE Investment Management, Conference Board Leading Economic 
Index (LEI), FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index, UBS Global Infrastructure 
& Utilities linked to FTSE Global Core Infrastructure 50/50 Index, and MSCI 
World Index as of 09/30/2021. Information is the opinion of CBRE Investment 
Management, which is subject to change and is not intended to be a guarantee 
of future results or investment advice. Forecasts are not indicative of future 
investment performance.
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Real assets are at the center of 

modern life—they are often the 

physical embodiment of secular 

investment themes. Smartphones 

and telecommunications, which 

should drive a doubling of data in 

the cloud over the next five years1, 

wouldn’t work without a network 

of supporting data centers and 

cell towers. Modern logistics and 

e-commerce rely upon the major 

arteries of freight rail, highways, 

and distribution centers to function. 

Demographically speaking, a rising 

cohort of citizens find housing with 

for-rent residential assets, and they 

heat those homes using the energy 

grids and renewable generation 

that support a cleaner, climate-

friendly future.

With durable demand, long-life 

assets, and secular growth, global 

real assets are poised to see 

outperformance even if cyclical 

markets wane. In Figure 2, we show 

real asset returns during periods 

of moderating growth (which 

we appear to have just entered), 

as measured by year-over-year 

changes in the Leading Economic 

Index. During those periods, on an 

annualized basis, global real estate 

has delivered a ~21% return while 

global infrastructure has delivered 

18.5%; this bests global equities by 

8% and 5%, respectively. Simply put: 

when global growth starts slowing, 

real assets keep going. 

Real Asset Performance by Economic Cycle Position

Based on 
data since 
2000

Moderating Recovering Expanding Contracting

Average 
length of cycle 
(months)

13.0 6.3 7.4 9.3

Maximum 
length of cycle 
(months)

27.0 10.0 16.0 19.0

Average total 
return - 
Global Equities

13.2% 6.2% 7.8% -2.5%

Average total 
return - 
Real Estate

20.6% 11.9% 6.4% -0.4%

Average total 
return - 
Infrastructure

18.5% 4.9% 6.7% 1.3%

1 IDC’s Global DataSphere Forecast, March 2021. 
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Figure 3: Real Assets Outperform in High Inflation, Keep Pace in Low Inflation 

Source: CBRE Investment Management. Based on the annual returns of the MSCI World Index, the Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate Index, and Global Real Assets from 2001-2020. High and low inflation considers periods where inflation was above and 
below 2.5%, respectively. 

For the 2005-2020 time period, Global Real Assets are defined as a 25% weighting of the FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Total Return 
Index, a 25% weighting of the private real estate Global Real Estate Fund Index, a 25% weighting of the Cambridge Associates Global 
Private Infrastructure Index , and a 25% weight of the UBS Global Infrastructure & Utilities 50/50 Index through February 28, 2015 
when the index was retired; beginning March 1, 2015, the FTSE Global Core Infrastructure 50/50 Index is used.

Prior to 2005, Global Real Assets are defined as a 50% weight of the FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Total Return Index and a 50% 
weight of the UBS Global Infrastructure & Utilities 50/50 Index.

Section 2: Reliable Returns for Modern Markets: Performance During Inflation, Interest 
Rates and Market Volatility 

As the global economy moderates, headwinds from higher inflation, interest rates, and potential volatility can 

threaten portfolios. We examine real asset performance under each regime, beginning with inflation in Figure 3: 

Figure 4: Real Assets Perform Well with Rising and Falling Bond Yields 

Source: CBRE Investment Management. Represents the annualized performance of the MSCI World, Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate Index, and Global Real Assets from 2001-2020 during quarters in which the 10-Year Treasury Yield rose or fell. Global Real 
Assets as defined in disclosures to Figure 3.
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Real assets tend to outperform during rising inflation, and not just because of historical factor exposures—

they outperform because of the assets themselves. In real estate, property values rise alongside raw materials 

and labor, while commercial leases boast inflationary escalators, and shorter duration assets reprice. In 

infrastructure, we find that 90% of companies pass costs along to end-users: global utilities increase their 

regulated asset base or update their costs of construction, while communications and transports strike long-

term contracts with inflationary provisions. 
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During periods of rising and falling bond yields, as seen in Figure 4, global real assets present a similarly 

balanced profile, with either solid up-capture to global equities, or outperformance in and of itself. Real assets 

are not bond proxies (the correlations are low2). Indeed, they perform well during periods of rising bond yields 

because of the underlying reasons that yields can rise. If yields rise because of higher growth, pro-cyclicals 

within real estate (such as hotels) and infrastructure (transports) lead. If yields rise because of inflation—well, 

real assets have that covered. Conversely, periods of falling yields often occur because of economic stress, 

which is when real assets also outperform—the long-term contracted cash flows and regulated returns of 

listed and unlisted infrastructure contribute particularly well. 

Below, in Figure 5, we also review real asset performance during positive and negative markets. In either 

case, we see that real assets either keep up with global markets, or they keep calm: they provide solid returns 

during positive periods and outperform global equities during tough ones. Above all, real assets prove 

themselves durable; they earn their status as an “all-weather” holding. 

Figure 5: Real Asset Performance During Market Volatility: Keeping Up or Keeping Calm

Source: CBRE Investment Management. Represents the annualized performance of the MSCI World, Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate Index, and Global Real Assets from 2001-2020 during quarters in which the 10-Year Treasury Yield rose or fell. Global Real 
Assets as defined in disclosures to Figure 3.

2 A real assets blend of 25% listed real estate, 25% private real estate, 25% listed infrastructure, and 25% unlisted infrastructure returned 
a 0.37 correlation to the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index between 2005 and 2021.

3 2020 NACUBO-TIAA Study of Endowments

Section 3: Real Assets Mind Target Return Gaps

For both individuals and institutions, today’s markets present challenges for future returns; the current 

earnings yield of equities and the fixed coupons of corporates are scant solace for those seeking high single 

digits or better. Global institutions are seeing returns vs. hurdle gaps of nearly 300bps3, and embracing 

alternatives to meet the challenge. Global real assets are compelling herein: the total return potential, based 

upon yield and earnings growth, is superior to both global equities and fixed income—even before considering 

that listed real assets are trading at historical relative valuation discounts to equities and bonds. In addition, 

over the long-term, a real assets blend including both private and public assets has outperformed a 60/40 

portfolio. We review this set-up for real assets, relative to equities, bonds, and a traditional portfolio, in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Global Real Assets Compared to Global Equities, Bonds, and 60/40 Blends

Source: CBRE Investment Management. Total return potential—excluding multiple expansion/contraction— compares yield-to-worst 
of the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index, the dividend yield and earnings growth of Listed Infrastructure, as represented 
by the FTSE Global Core Infrastructure 50/50 Index, and Listed REITs, as represented by the FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Total 
Return Index. Global Real Assets and 60/40 performance comparisons based on blends and indices as described in Figure 3. Relative 
valuation charts compare the iShares MSCI ACWI ETF, SPDR S&P Global Infrastructure ETF, ProShares Dow Jones Brookfield Global 
Infrastructure ETF, Moody’s Bond Indices Corporate BAA, FTSE Developed Core Infrastructure Index, FTSE Global Infrastructure Index, 
and the FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Total Return Index of 10/31/2021 
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Blended Listed Real Assets Total Return 
Potential—Excluding Multiple Expansion—is 
Superior to Global Equities and Bonds

Global Public-Private Real Assets Have 
Outperformed a 60/40 Portfolio Over the Long 
Term
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Section 4: Strong When United: 
Actively Managed Public-Private 
Real Assets

Blending real assets and traditional 

portfolios makes sense; the same is true 

when considering public and private real 

assets themselves. We find that a holistic 

combination of public and private real 

assets, actively managed, tends to serve 

investors better than exposure to either 

alone. The merging of public and private 

introduces valuable diversification, allows 

immediate access to the asset class, 

and reduces overall fees. In addition, 

the introduction of active management 

allows investors to capitalize on 

performance dispersion, benefit during 

volatility, and draw on information 

advantages to generate alpha.

From a diversification perspective, 

public real estate introduces private 

investors to valuable growth assets in 

communications, net lease, health care, 

and storage. These comprise over a 

third of the public universe, but only 8% 

of the private market. In infrastructure, 

public exposures often add diversity 

and regulatory quality, with a lower 

exposure to midstream energy and a 

higher exposure (in listed) to large-scale 

regulated utilities, which regulators often 

deny to private investors.

Figure 7: Geographic, Sector and Regulatory 
Diversification with Public Real Assets

Source: Private infrastructure exposures based upon completed GP deal 
flow per Infralogic. Public infrastructure exposure based on the CBRE 
Investment Management Listed infrastructure universe representing $4.3 
trillion in market cap. Private real estate based on INREV/ANREV/NCREIF 
and CBRE Investment management as of Q1 2021. 
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At CBRE, we believe there are inefficiencies in the real asset markets, ones that will likely persist due to the 

influence of regulatory, political, and private market factors on performance. Our processes have capitalized 

on these inefficiencies, both at the sector and asset level. Our insights into degrees of discounting between 

public and private markets, and the fundamental value opportunity between asset classes, dovetails well with 

the performance dispersion in any given year. As we show in Figure 8, global real assets trade differently, with 

a wide-ranging gap between returns by vehicle (public, private) or by asset class (real estate, infra) on an 

annual basis. Investors with an information edge can capitalize on excessive pessimism or optimism over time.

The Benefits of Holistic Global Real Asset Investment Leadership 

When we review the prospects for future growth and durable investment return, global real assets are a 

compelling prize. As global economies moderate, real assets are poised to accelerate. They are well-positioned 

to weather several of the storms—inflation, interest rates, and volatility—that investors see on the horizon. 

Global real assets have outperformed traditional portfolios in the past, and they are poised to improve them 

for the future.  A global real assets portfolio, including allocation to listed and unlisted, can provide investors 

attractive risk-adjusted returns. A partnership with CBRE affords the benefits of institutional scale, exclusive 

access, and active management in a market where dispersion opportunities are abundant. We see global real 

assets as a compelling, and complete, solution for today’s modern markets. 

 

Figure 8: Dispersion and Opportunities Amidst Crisis

Annual returns by asset type are represented by color coding (i.e. Private Real Estate return in 2020 is 6.2%).

Source: Listed Real estate refers to the FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Total Return Index. Listed Infrastructure refers to the UBS Global 
Infrastructure & Utilities 50/50 Index through February 28, 2015 when the index was retired; beginning March 1, 2015, the FTSE Global 
Core Infrastructure 50/50 Index is used. Private Infrastructure refers to the Cambridge Associates Global Private Infrastructure Index. 
Private Real Estate refers to the Global Real Estate Fund Index 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Public Real Estate 15.4% 42.4% 21.2% -16.8% 38.3% 20.4% 6.2% 28.7% 17.9% 15.9% 9.2% 10.3% 20.2% 7.6% 26.1% 10.1%

Public Infrastructure 14.2% 36.5% 17.0% -16.3% 19.0% 9.1% 4.0% 12.7% 9.9% 13.6% 6.1% 11.8% 19.3% 4.4% 23.1% 6.2%

Private Infrastructure 7.7% 33.0% 13.6% -36.2% 2.8% 5.7% 0.4% 10.3% 7.1% 6.6% 0.1% 5.0% 15.4% -3.2% 10.6% -3.3%

Private Real Estate 6.2% 22.1% -7.0% -47.7% -8.9% 5.5% -5.8% 6.1% 4.4% 2.4% -5.5% 3.6% 11.4% -4.7% 5.2% -8.2%

Gap Between Top and Bottom 9% 20% 28% 31% 47% 15% 12% 23% 14% 13% 15% 8% 9% 12% 21% 18%
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About CBRE Investment Management

CBRE Investment Management is a leading global real assets investment management firm with $133.1 billion 

in assets under management* as of September 30, 2021, operating in more than 30 offices and 20 countries 

around the world. Through its investor-operator culture, the firm seeks to deliver sustainable investment 

solutions across real assets categories, geographies, risk profiles and execution formats so that its clients, 

people and communities thrive. 

CBRE Investment Management is an independently operated affiliate of CBRE Group, Inc. (NYSE:CBRE), the 

world’s largest commercial real estate services and investment firm (based on 2020 revenue). CBRE has more 

than 100,000 employees serving clients in more than 100 countries. CBRE Investment Management harnesses 

CBRE’s data and market insights, investment sourcing and other resources for the benefit of its clients. For 

more information, please visit www.cbreim.com.

*Assets under management (AUM) refers to the assets under management, fair market value of real assets-related investments with respect to which CBRE 
Investment Management provides, on a global basis, oversight, investment management services and other advice and which generally consist of investments 
in real assets; equity in funds and joint ventures; securities portfolios; operating companies and real assets-related loans. This AUM is intended principally to 
reflect the extent of CBRE Investment Management’s presence in the global real assets market, and its calculation of AUM may differ from the calculations of 
other asset managers and from its calculation of regulatory assets under management for purposes of certain regulatory filings.

The information in this document is confidential and meant for use only by the intended recipient. This material is intended for informational purposes only, 
does not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security, 
property or other Instrument, or for CBRE Investment Management to enter into or arrange any type of transaction. This information is the sole property 
of CBRE Investment Management and its affiliates. Acceptance and/or use of any of the information contained in this document indicates the recipient’s 
agreement not to disclose any of the information contained herein.

Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by third parties and in certain cases has not 
been updated through the date hereof. Neither CBRE Investment Management, any fund or program or its general partner, nor their respective affiliates nor 
any of their respective employees or agents assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information.

CBRE Investment Management has not made any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy, 
reasonableness or completeness of any of the information contained herein (including but not limited to information obtained from third parties), and they 
expressly disclaim any responsibility or liability therefore. CBRE Investment Management does not have any responsibility to update or correct any of the 
information provided in this presentation.

If you would like to discuss the contents of this paper with our real assets team, or would like more 

information about investing in real assets, please contact:

Brian Kinsella

Vice President | Marketing & Client Service

C: +1 610 995 8934

E: brian.kinsella@cbreim.com

Jon Treitel, CFA, CAIA

Portfolio Strategist

T: +1 917 837 5525

E: jon.treitel@cbreim.com


